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Artist Talk

Interview with the artist

1881 - 2021: Schmincke celebrates its 140th anniversary in 2021. And
its original product - MUSSINI® finest artists' resin oil colours - can
also look back on this long success story, too. Since its development
in 1881 by the company founders Josef Horadam and Hermann
Schmincke, little has changed in the recipe. We got in touch with
some oil painters and asked them about the special properties of our
traditional paint.

What is your name and where are you from?
My name is Michela Bogoni, I am a painter in Verona and I give oil portrait courses all over Italy where we use MUSSINI®
and where I recommend MUSSINI®.
How long have you been working with MUSSINI®? Do you remember your first tube of MUSSINI®?
I have been working with MUSSINI® for 25 years, my first MUSSINI® was a blue one that I bought by chance in a paint
shop in Vicenza.
Do you have a favourite theme? What inspires you?
I am a sketch artist. I love painting faces. I've been doing commissioned portraits for years.
Why are the MUSSINI® colours special?
The MUSSINI® ones are brilliant and intense/concentrated... with little paint you get a great result. I wouldn't live without
them.
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What are your favourite colours ?
I have a list of my favourite colours that I use for the faces. My favourite colours?... all of them! I mention some like 206,
662, 347, 485, 646.
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Where can we admire your work?
You can see my works and photos of my courses on the website www.bogonipillan.com.
Facebook: @Michela Bogoni
Instagram: @bogonimichela

a warranty for product attributes and/or assume liability for damages that
occur in connection with the use of our products.
By the way: Specifics for handling and product safety you will find on our
website www.schmincke.de (e.g. download/safety data sheets).
For special questions please don´t hesitate to ask our team in the lab!
The best way to get in contact with them is via mail at:
laborteam@schmincke.de.
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The described product attributes and application examples have been tested in the Schmincke laboratory. The information is based on our current
state of technical findings and experience. Due to the diversity of applications in terms of painting techniques, materials and working conditions,
as well as numerous possible influences, this information is based on a
general application range. A legally binding guarantee of specific attributes
or the suitability for a specific usage purpose cannot be derived from our information; therefore the use of the products must be adapted to the users'
individual conditions and tested in trials. For this reason, we cannot provide

